Recent NFSv4.1 I-D Changes

Spencer Shepler
NFSv4.1 I-D (quick review)

• Drafts 06/07/08 since July
  – I-D 06
    • Issues 11,93,103,106,107,108
    • pNFS, ACLs, and dot-x
  – I-D 07
    • Issues 10,26,31,72,73,80,117,124,126
    • Major rework related to sessions, pNFS updates, closed ACL issues,
  – I-D 08
    • Issues 6, 46,, 53, 74, 77,92, 96, 97, 101, 111, 119,125, 128,132,133,134,135
    • Data Retention, Namespace, Sessions

IETF 67th - November 6, 2006
I-D 09

• Include all stage-0 issues
• Rework of pNFS section for tighter integration into overall I-D